Grooming kit, Series
3000
Multigroom 3300
All-in-one HEAD-TO-TOE
Styling
3 attachments & 4 combs
58 integrated length settings
35mins cordless use/10h charge
QG3331/60

All-in-one HEAD-TO-TOE Styling
Maximum versatility for face, hair & body styling
Complete your style with this water resistant MultiGroomer. A full size trimmer and a set of 6 attachments including adjustable combs with up to 18 length settings - gives you complete styling power over face, hair and
body.
Skin friendly performance
Full-sized trimmer for neck line, sideburns and chin
21mm detail trimmer for ﬁne lines, small areas and details
Nosetrimmer: Comfortably remove unwanted hairs
Skin-friendly rounded tips for smooth skin contact
Versatile
Beard and stubble comb 18 length settings from 3/64 - 23/32"
18 length setting hair-clipping comb 1/8 - 25/32" in(3-20mm)
Detail comb 12 length settings 3/64 - 15/32"(1-12mm)
10 length setting body comb from 1/8 - 15/32 in (3-12mm)
Easy to use
Simply rinse the device under the faucet for easy cleaning
Up to 35 minutes of cordless use after 10 -hour charge
Travel and storage pouch for convenient travel and storage
2 year warranty, worldwide voltage, no oil needed
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Highlights
Full-sized trimmer

Hair-clipping comb

Fully washable

Maintain your style, get clean, sharp lines
around the edge of your beard, or create
perfect stubble with the full-sized trimmer.

Keep your hair neat and styled at the length
you prefer by selecting between 18 diﬀerent
length settings on the hair-clipping comb, in
1/32 in/ 1mm steps (1/8 - 25/32 in/ 3-20mm).

With its water resistant design, this grooming
kit can be rinsed under the faucet to make
cleaning even easier.

Precision trimmer

Skin-friendly high-performance
Detail comb

Create the ﬁne lines and details that deﬁne
your style with the detail trimmer.
Nose trimmer

Create stylish stubble or a 3-day beard with
the detachable, precision stubble comb
featuring 12 length settings in 1/32 in/ 1mm
steps

Guaranteed best results with precision heattreated blades made of ﬁnely ground
Chromium steel. Self-sharpening blades
ensure long-lasting performance while
rounded blade tips and combs prevent skin
irritation.

Body trimming comb

Easily and comfortably remove unwanted hairs
from your ears and nose with this clip-on rotary
trimmer.
Beard and Stubble comb

Keep your beard at the length you prefer.
Choose from 18 length settings in 1/32"/ 1mm
steps by using the beard & stubble comb on
the full-sized trimmer.

Trim your body hair to the length you prefer by
selecting between 10 diﬀerent length settings
on the body-trimming comb.

Philips Green Logo
Philips Green Products can reduce costs,
energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?
They oﬀer a signiﬁcant environmental
improvement in one or more of the Philips
Green Focal Areas – Energy eﬃciency,
Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,
Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Speciﬁcations
Accessories
Maintenance: Cleaning brush

trimmer, Detail trimmer, 18-setting beard comb,
12-setting stubble comb, 18-setting hairclipper
comb, 10-setting body comb

Create the look you want
Hairclipping/Facial styling: Goatee, Long
beard, Moustache, Short beard, Stubble look
Number of attachments/combs: 3
attachments & 4 combs
Number of length settings: 58 integrated
length settings
Styling tools: Beard trimmer, Rotary nose

Design
Color: Black & grey with bright details
Ease of use
Water resistant: Clean easy use
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Power
Automatic voltage: 100-240 V
Charging: 10 hours full charge
Run time: 35 minutes
Service
Self sharpening blades
No oil needed
2-year warranty

